How to go to Taubman Medical Library from the Hospital Without Going Outside

1) Go through the Cancer Geriatrics Center Building on the 2nd floor
2) Go through the connector/ramp between the Cancer Geriatrics Center and Med Sci I toward the sign that says “To the Medical School”
3) Enter Med Sci I through the set of double doors*; you are now on the 3rd floor
4) At the end of the hall, take the elevator on the right to the 4th floor
5) Exit the elevator to your left, and turn right down the hallway
6) You will pass through a lounge area with windows on both sides; you are now in Med Sci II; at the end of the hall turn left
7) Turn right toward the end of this hall, just before you come to the double doors
8) At the end of this hall you will exit Med Sci II*; turn left
9) Go down a short hall to the double glass doors on the right that lead into the Taubman Medical Library lobby

*Note: these doors are restricted/keycard access only during nights and weekends.
How to go to the Hospital from Taubman Medical Library Without Going Outside

1) Go out the first set of doors to the outer lobby and turn left down the hall (you are on the 4th floor)
2) Go through the first door on the right to Med Sci II*
3) Go down the hall to the end and turn left
4) Go to the second hallway and turn right at the blue “To Hospitals” sign; you will pass through a lounge area with windows on both sides; you are now in Med Sci I; continue down the hall

(Continue on following the blue “To Hospitals” signs to take a route with one flight of stairs.)

Elevator access (continue on from step 4 above):
5) Just beyond a set of double doors you will come to an elevator on the left; take the elevator down to the 3rd floor.
6) When getting off the elevator, turn to your left and walk down the hall; go through the double doors* and continue down the connector/ramp to your right
7) You will end up at the Cancer Geriatrics Center (2nd floor) and can continue on to the connector for “All Hospitals”

*Note: these doors are restricted/keycard access only during nights and weekends.
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